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Published in 1976, Between Friends/Entre Amis was Canada's gift to the United States on its

bicentennial.  McClelland & Stewart's press run was the most ambitious Canadian publishing project

to that time, and the book received outstanding praise. It has been out of print for many years.  A

special Presentation Edition was run for American dignitaries. Pierre Trudeau and Lorraine Monk

personally gave President Ford his copy in a Washington ceremony.  Twenty five years later, there

are 75 copies of this special edition, which was never available for sale in the U.S. or Canada. Each

will be personally signed by Lorraine Monk, and is handsomely slipcased.  Each copy is $595.00,

normal trade discounts apply.
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I have wonderful cousins from Prince Edward Island who visit me in Maine at least twice a year.

Their company is all the gift I want from them, but two years ago they bought me this book in our

favorite used book store near my town."Between Friends/Entre Amis" presents photographs of

landscapes and people along the 5,522 miles of the International Boundary, embellished with

quotes in English and French from a variety of sources (including my subject line, which is attributed

to Sitting Bull, Chief of the Sioux). The original edition was produced in 1976 by the National Film

Board of Canada; the photographers' brief was to interpret places and people where there is "a

sense of the border present in the daily lives of the people that live there." The beautifully produced

book was a gift to the United States on the occasion of the Bicentennial.The book is divided



geographically into five parts. The first few times I looked at it, I was captivated with the spectacular

scenery shots; but over time I've come to treasure the photographs of people in all their simplicity

and diversity.Some of my favorite photographs, by section:THE NORTHWEST -- Full of rocky

peaks; the snowy Boundary Mountains; the braided White River that carves itself a new channel

every year; Chuklat Village in the mist; a young girl in braids and a big smile in Eagle, Alaska.THE

ROCKIES -- A snowy, cloud-shrouded mountain road in Manning Park, British Columbia; two retired

Olympic Peninsula loggers standing tall in front of a truckload of logs, one wearing a string tie with a

starfish clasp; a Canadian ranch with a looming U.S mountain as backdrop; mule deer on a hillside

near the British Columbia-Washington border.
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